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ABSTRACT 

 

The scaffold is an extracellular matrix as well as a media used in tissue engineering for 

growing or regenerating cells, organs etc. Although there are many conventional and 

rapid prototyping techniques have been applied for scaffold manufacturing but making 

the third dimension with the controllable pattern is still a challenge. Recently, an in house 

developed technique known as Electrospinning based Rapid Prototyping (ESRP) with 

near field theory has been applied to fabricate scaffold with controllable pattern. 

 Although recent studies improved the process condition but still fiber diameter was large 

which was not suitable for the applications. In order to increase the evaporation rate in 

this study, the effect of boiling temperature of the solvents were studied. Five solvents, 

known as DCM, Acetone, Chloroform, Toluene and DMF, with different boiling 

temperature were selected for making 50% and 70% weight ratio of PCL, a well-known 

bio degradable polymer, in those solvents. In addition, three different needle size 22g, 

24g and 26g; and three different SOD 3mm, 5mm and 10mm were also investigated. The 

results showed that fiber diameter became smaller with decreasing the boiling 

temperature of the solvent, increasing the needle gauge and SOD. Furthermore, at 10mm 

SOD the fibers were random because more charge was accumulated in the jet and at 3mm 

SOD there was no whipping effect and produced straight fiber. The least straight fiber 

diameter was obtained by DCM 70% weight ratio concentration, 3mm SOD and 26g 

needle with 49.16µm. In order to obtain controllable pattern at lengthened SOD the 

influence of mixed solvent was also investigated.  As DMF and DCM have a much 

different boiling temperature, five composition of DMF/DCM: 0/100, 25/75, 50/50, 

75/25, 100/0 with three different needle size at 11mm were studied. Results showed that 

DMF/DCM (50/50) had provided the smallest straight fiber with the 29.84µm diameter 

as the DCM evaporate very quickly and made a change in the concentration of the 

solution. In conclusion, the mixed solvent has been recommended instead of pure 

solvents. 

 

Keywords: ESRP, Near-field electrospinning, Scaffold, PCL, DCM, Acetone, 

Chloroform, Toluene, DMF, Boiling temperature. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the study 

 

In recent days, one of the most critical medical problem is managing the lost tissues and 

organs for people which hinders the growth of human life. It is also not possible to 

manage organ and tissue for every patients due to the shortage of donor and in United 

States, on average, 22 people die every day while waiting for organ transplantation 

(Murgan et. al., 2006). Tissue Engineering, modern development of biomedical 

engineering, has recently been introduced to solve this problem. Tissue Engineering is 

one kind of sophisticated technique where damaged tissues are replaced or repaired by 

using three dimensional scaffold in our body. Scaffold is one kind of structure which 

support the cell as an Extracellular matrix and provide oxygen and nutrient to the cell to 

grow in an organized way.  Scaffolds are generally used in bone or craniofacial bone 

tissue engineering, in regeneration of cartilage, nerve, vascular, skin etc.(Vats et. al., 

2003). There are some characteristics required for scaffold like, high porosity, high 

surface area, high mechanical strength, three dimension and biodegradability which 

should be controlled in tissue engineering (Peltola et. al., 2008). 

 

  Figure 1.1: Factors involved in tissue engineering (Vats et al. 2003) 

There are different types of techniques involved in scaffold manufacturing. For instance, 

fiber felts, fiber bonding, phase separation, solvent casting and particulate leaching, 

membrane lamination, melt molding, polymer/ ceramic fiber composite foam, high-

pressure processing, hydrocarbon templating, gas foaming, emulsion freeze drying, 

solution casting, freeze drying etc (Yang et. al., 2001). Sometimes these techniques 

cannot control the pore size and geometry, pore interconnectivity, mechanical properties 

etc. which are the basic requirements of scaffold manufacturing. For instance, scaffold 

made by the salt leaching technique failed to distribute pore in the scaffold 

homogeneously (Peltola et. al. 2008). Recently, Rapid prototyping technique has been 

applied to overcome some of these problems. It has become popular because it consumes 

less time, creates high porous scaffold with controllable pattern and makes specific 

prototype specific medical problems (Chanthakulchan et. al., 2015).  
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Rapid prototyping, also known as additive manufacturing, is one kind of modern and 

sophisticated technique to manufacture prototype layer by layer from any CAD model, 

CT image or MRI image (Yang et. al., 2002). In this process, firstly, CAD design of any 

object is done and then it is converted into STL file format. After that, it is sliced and sent 

to the rapid manufacturing machine to make the prototype. Recently, rapid prototyping 

has been introduced in biomedical engineering, also known as Medical Rapid Prototyping 

(MRP). The application of Medical Rapid Prototyping are bio models, surgical aid and 

tools designing; developing models for surgical training and designing the scaffolds for 

tissue engineering and generally used for cranio-maxillofacial, orthopedic and dental 

surgery area and in these area recently the Reverse Engineering (RE) and Medical Rapid 

Prototyping (MRP) has been merged together which has developed the process much 

easier than the conventional process (Hieu et. al., 2005). Figure 1.2 describes the basic 

flow chard of Medical rapid prototyping along with reverse engineering. 

 

Figure 1.2: Medical rapid prototyping and reverse engineering (Corney et al. 

2005) 

There are different types of rapid prototyping exists which has been used for scaffold 

manufacturing. This can be categorized into two sections, Melt dissolution deposition 

technique and Particle bonding techniques. Melt dissolution deposition technique consist 

of Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), 3D fiber-deposition technique, Precision 

extruding deposition (PED), Precise Extrusion Manufacturing (PEM), Low temperature 

Deposition Manufacturing (LDM), Multi-nozzle Deposition Manufacturing (MDM), 

Pressure Assisted Micro syringe (PAM) Robocasting, 3D bioplotter and Rapid 

prototyping robotic dispensing system; Particle bonding techniques consists of 3D 

printing, TheriForm and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). Besides RP has been also used 

to fabricate mold for tissue engineering which is known as Indirect RP fabrication method 

and this method consists of Melt deposition, Droplet deposition and Photo polymerization 
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(Yeong et al. 2004). Though rapid prototyping has been appreciated but it has some 

limitations like every rapid prototyping technology has some specific materials and 

during the process it generates lots of heat; and it also cannot create fiber in nano level 

(Yeong et. al., 2004). In addition, electrospinning has been introduced in scaffold 

manufacturing which can produce fiber micro to nano level. 

Electrospinning is a process where electrostatic force is applied between the polymer 

solution and the substrate and this force create repulsion in the solution. Therefore, the 

electrostatic force overcome the surface tension of the solution and the solution comes 

out from the nozzle and form a taylor cone. The jet of the solution travels to the collector 

and form fine cylindrical fiber. In conventional electrospinning the standoff distance, 

distance between the nozzle and collector plate, is very high and known as far field 

electrospinning (Nezarati et. al., 2013). But in case of far field electrospinning the jet is 

very unstable and controllable pattern cannot be produced. To overcome this limitations 

near field electrospinning has been introduced where the stand of distance is generally 

1.5mm to 3mm (Sun et. al., 2006). Electrospinning is highly influenced by different 

parameters among those volumetric charge density, standoff distance, jet radius, 

relaxation time and viscosity are considered as major parameter. Besides, solution 

concentration, solution density, applied voltage, relative humidity, temperature, surface 

tension, viscosity etc. are also considered as minor parameter (Thompson et. al., 2007). 

Recently this technique is widely used to manufacture scaffold for tissue engineering, on 

the other hand in 3d direction with controllable pattern this process is not effective. 

Aforementioned rapid prototyping technique created the controllable pattern and 

electrospinning makes thin cylindrical fiber. So, by combination of two technique a new 

process has been introduced which is called Electrospinning based Rapid Prototyping 

Technique. The main objective of this process is to manufacture scaffold by thing 

cylindrical fiber with controllable pattern. This process can be applied to make 3d 

scaffold with multiple layer and high thickness (Chanthakulchan et al. 2015). For 

example, electrohydrodynamic printing, a similar principle of electrospinning based 

rapid prototyping, can produce 3D scaffold with high pore size and controllable pattern 

(Li et. al., 2014) 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

 

To begin with, previously, the possibility of the integration of electrospinning with rapid 

prototyping was investigated for making controllable architecture of scaffold and FDM 

was chosen as rapid prototyping technique (Auyson, 2012). Later, after seeing the 

possibility of the combination these two process a new machine, electrospinning based 

rapid prototyping machine, was designed and developed; and fiber diameter was obtained 

150 to 170μm with controllable pattern after conducting experiments. In addition, 

multiple layer was also created but after creating 49 layer electrical spark was experience 

between the needle tip and the boundary of the scaffold (Chanthakulchan, 2013). After 

that, to produce thin fiber the experiment was continued and fiber diameter was obtained 

109μm by studying droplet size, standoff distance and voltage. Building multiple layer 

was also tried and would able to make 70 layer continuously and 50 layer with five 

minutes break and after that no fiber was found (Parkhi, 2014). Lastly, thin cylindrical 
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fiber with diameter 59.96 μm was obtained by studying the concentration parameter in 

weight ratio percentage of the solution; and multiple layer was also built up to 20 layer 

and after that the solution became solidified and the fiber diameter was large which is not 

suitable for the process (Parajuli, 2015). So, in order to get solid thin cylindrical shape 

fiber either the distance should be lengthened which will increase the jet flight time or 

the evaporation rate should be increased. In order to improve the evaporation rate recently 

high concentration of solution, higher needle gauge, higher standoff distance and 

modified environment has been introduced but still the evaporation was not quick. 

Therefore, as the solvent boiling temperature controls the evaporate rate, to improve the 

evaporation rate the effect of boiling temperature of solvents on fiber diameter will be 

studied. 

1.3 Objective 

 

To investigate the influence of solvent on fibers fabricated with ESRP technique for 

scaffold. 

1.4 Scope and limitation 

 

This this is mainly focused on making 3D scaffold by the existing rapid prototyping based 

electrospinning machine. The scope and limitations are given below: 

 Polyecaprolactone (PCL) was used as polymer 

 Dichloromethane (DCM), Chloroform (CF), Acetone, Toluene and DMF was 

used as solvents  

 The alignment problem of the machine was neglected. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter is going to represent the literature review of Tissue Engineering and the 

importance of the scaffold in tissue engineering, the conventional and rapid prototyping 

techniques for scaffold manufacturing and the parameters need to control for scaffold 

manufacturing. 

2.1 Tissue engineering 

 

The term tissue engineering was first applied at a workshop conducted by National 

Science Foundation in 1988 (O'brien, F. J., 2011). Tissue engineering is one kind of 

sophisticated technology which is the combination of knowledge of engineering and 

biology to integrate the living materials in a proper environment (Ghasemi-Mobarakeh, 

L. et. al., 2008). Thus technology is generally used to regenerate or reconstruct the 

damaged tissue and sometimes it is also used in the development of new drugs for cancer 

(Griffith, Linda G., et. al., 2002). There are three things are important in case of tissue 

engineering which is illustrated below: 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Three pillars for tissue engineering (Lanza, R., et.al., 2011) 

There are two methods for tissue engineering, such as top down method and bottom up 

method. In top down method, cells are seeded in a scaffold and then it is kept in a 

incubator for cell proliferation to form tissue. After that it is transplanted into human 

body. In bottom up method tissues are constructed by assembling cell modules (Tamayol, 

A., et.al., 2013).  
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Figure 2.2: Top down and bottom up process 

 

2.2 Roles and requirements of scaffold 

 

In tissue engineering scaffold, an artificial extra cellular matrix, plays an important role 

to support the cell in case of migration, replication, cell differentiation and cell apoptpsis 

(Kim, T. G., et. al., 2012). For this reason it should have following characteristics when 

it will be used in tissue engineering: 

i. Biocompatibility 

The first requirement is that scaffold should be bio compatible. Cell can attach 

with the scaffold and can migrate onto the surface and can easily proliferate in 

inside the scaffold and through the scaffold. Scaffold should have less amount of 

reaction when it implanted inside the human body (O'brien, F. J., 2011). 

 

ii. Biodegradability 

Scaffold materials should be biodegradable as it will be operated inside the human 

body (O'brien, F. J., 2011). 

 

iii. Mechanical properties 

Scaffold should have desired mechanical properties to support the cell as well as 

support during the clinical surgery (O'brien, F. J., 2011). In addition, in our body 

different tissues have different mechanical properties. So, scaffold should have 

the similar mechanical properties like the native tissues. Stiffness of biomaterials 

in scaffold also affects in case of cell proliferation, signaling and differentiation 

(Annabi, N., et. al. 2014). Fiber diameter also affects the mechanical properties 

of scaffold. If the fiber diameter is increased from 0.27μm to 4.45μm the porosity 

also increased and the Young’s modulus also increased 2.03 MPa to 0.26 MPa 

(Hasan, A., et. al., 2014). 

 

iv. Pore Architecture 

The pore architecture i.e. porosity, pore interconnectivity, pore size of the scaffold 

helps to supply oxygen and nutrient to the cell which are very important for the 
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survival of the cell (Annabi, N., et. al. 2014). In addition, Scaffold should have 

maintained level of porosity. If the pore is very small then the growth of the cell 

will be hindered and of the pore is very high then cell will not attach with each 

other (Ghasemi-Mobarakeh, L. et. al., 2008). The optimum pore size for 

neovascularization is 5μm, for ingrowth fiber-blast 5-15μm, for adult human skin 

20-125μm, for osteoid 40-100μm, for bone regeneration 100-350μm and for 

fibrovascular tissue 500μm (Yang, S., et. al., 2001). There are different process 

to measure the porosity of scaffold, for instance, gravimetric process, mercury 

porosimetry, SEM analysis, liquid displacement, micro-CT imaging, capillary 

flow porometry, permeability based method and so on (Loh, Q. L., & Choong, C., 

2013).  

 

v. Surface roughness 

Surface roughness is an important requirement for good scaffold fabrication. If 

the powder is rough in case of powder based RP techniques, shows good cell 

adhesion with the scaffold. In addition, the rough surface produced by certain RP 

technique, for example fused deposition modelling or bioplotter ensures good cell 

adhesion with the scaffold (Yeong, W. Y., et. al., 2004). 

 

2.3 Conventional scaffold fabrication techniques 

 

Aforementioned two approaches of tissue engineering, top down and bottom up where 

top down approach has techniques like nanofiber self-assembly, emulsion freeze drying, 

gas foaming, solvent particulate leaching, CAD based technology,  fiber based 

technology; and bottom up approach has techniques like additive photo crosslinking of 

cell-laden hydrogel, packing of cell encapsulated modules, direct assembly of modules, 

cell sheet methods and also fiber based techniques (Tamayol, A., et.al., 2013). In this 

section some of the top down techniques are briefly describes. 

 

2.3.1 Fiber bonding 

 

In fiber bonding process generally one polymers is dipped into other polymer solution. 

After that, the solvent is allowed to evaporate and the residual composite polymers are 

heated above their melting point. Later, the second polymers is removed after cooling by 

dissolution method. Lastly the first polymer is collected as the form of cross linking 

points. This technique was applied for PGA and PLLA polymer and porosity was 

obtained as 0.81 and the area per volume ratio was 0.05μ/m (Mikos, A. G., et. al. 1993). 

This process is not popular because the choice of the polymer is very restricted and the 

remaining solvents are sometimes toxic and the mechanical strength is very low (Yang, 

S., et.al., 2001; Sachlos, E., & Czernuszka, J. T., 2003).  
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of fiber bonding technique (Yang, S., et.al., 2001) 

 

2.3.2 Solvent casting and particulate leaching 

In this method salt particles are used to add with PLLA solution with methylene chloride 

and the dispersion is collected in a petri dish. After evaporation of the solvent the 

remaining solvent is eradicated by vacuum drying technique. After that the composite is 

heated above the PLLA melting point. Later, PLLA and salt composite is either slowly 

cooled down or rapidly cooled down at room temperature. After that this composite is 

dipped in distilled water for leaching out salt. Lastly, the PLLA which is free from salt is 

air dried. In this technique the pore size depends on the size of the salt particles. If the 

size of the salt particles is higher, large pore size is obtained (Mikos, A. G., et. al., 1994). 

On the contrary there is no guarantee whether the pores are connected or not because it 

is dependent on the salt particles (Sachlos, E., & Czernuszka, J. T., 2003)  
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2.3.3 Gas foaming  

 

In gas foaming technique polymer is immersed in a solvent like chloroform or methylene 

chloride and then combine with hydrocarbon porogen like paraffin, bonewax or beeswax 

to form a moldable mixture. After that, this mixture is dipped in aliphatic solvent like  

pentane or hexane at 45-500C for 20 minutes and polymer solvent as well as the porogen 

is extracted and this step is repeated to remove the remaining porogen. Lastly, to remove 

the solvents completely the foam is dried in vacuuam (Shastri, V. P., et. al., 2000). 

 

 
Figure 2.4: Gas foaming technique (Shastri, V. P., et. al., 2000) 

 

2.3.4 Electrospinning 

 

Electrospinning is a sophisticated process where fine fiber is  fabricated by applying high 

electric voltage to the polymer solution, passed through a tiny nozzle and the range of the 

fiber diameter is 10nm to very few microns (Mitchell, G. R., et. al., 2011). 

Electrospinning consists of five steps: 

a) To charge the fluid 

b) Cone jet formation 

c) Thin jet formation in the electric field 

d) Instable jet 

e) Collection of solidified fibers onto the collector. 

Electrospinning process consists of syringe with tiny nozzle needle, high voltage power 

supply and a collector plate (Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 2010). By applying 

electrostatic force the solution becomes charged and the shape of the droplet at nozzle tip 

changed to a cone which is known as taylor cone. When the electrostatic force overcomes 

the surface tension of the solution the droplet breaks and form a thin fiber of the polymer 

in coiled form and then collected on the collector which is wrapped by aluminum foil 

(Reneker, D. H., et.al. 2008; Mitchell, G. R., et. al., 2011). At the time of the flight jet is 
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straight and due to whipping effect it turns into coil and at that time diameter is very high. 

After few moments again new coils form due to bending instability and it continues until 

the solidification is occurred (Reneker, D. H., et.al. 2008). The diameter of the obtained 

solidified fiber is generally 1.3 × 10-3 times of the jet (Sun, B., et.al., 2014).The diameter 

of the fiber also depends on many parameter which will be reviewed later in this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Basic principles of electrospinning (Mitchell, G. R., et. al., 2011) 

With the conventional technique to create controllable pattern is difficult because of 

bending instability and new technique has been developed which is known as near field 

electrospinning and in this process the standoff distance, the distance between needle tip 

and collector, is set to 500μm to 3mm to use the stable jet (Sun, D., et.al., 2006). In that 

study for standoff distance was 500μm and the diameter of the fiber was 150-130nm. In 

other study standoff distance was 1mm and fiber diameter was obtained 100nm range 

(Hellmann, C., et.al., 2009).  

This modern technique is widely used in the field of nanocatalysis, environmental 

engineering, tissue engineering, optical electronics, defense and security as well as for 

fabricating protective cloth (Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 2010).  

2.4 Rapid Prototyping technique in Scaffold Manufacturing 

 

There are four major rapid prototyping technique which is commercially recognized for 

direct and indirect scaffold manufacturing, like SLA, SLS, FDM and 3D printing 

(Phattanaphibul, T., et.al., 2014). In this section reviews these techniques briefly. 
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2.4.1 Selective vacuum manufacturing (SVM) 

SVM technique is the combination of sand casting process and powder sintering process 

to fabricate prototype layer by layer (Phattanaphibul, T., et.al., 2014). Recently PLA 

based scaffold has been investigated by SVM technique where PLA powder was part 

material and salt particles were support material and obtained porosity was 71.65% and 

the compressive modulas elasticity was 2.07 ± 0.25 MPa and cell viability was obtained 

75.92% (Phattanaphibul, T., & Koomsap, P.,2012). SVM machine consist of storage unit, 

fabrication platform, roller and scrapper, heater, hopper, vacuum cleaning machine and 

controlling unit. In this process firstly, the support material is prepared from the storage 

unit. After that, cavity is created by vacuum pressure and later on the part material is 

filled in the cavity. Lastly, the powder is sintered by heater and this whole process is 

repeated until the prototype is created (Phattanaphibul, T., et.al., 2014). 

 

Figure 2.6: Flow diagram of SVM technique (Phattanaphibul, T., et.al., 2014) 

 

2.4.2 Fused deposition modelling (FDM) 

 

FDM is a computer controlled process which is not only fabricate complex scaffold 

structure but also fulfill the specific requirements of patients (Chin Ang, K., et.al., 2006). 

In FDM process firstly the 3D models are created by CT scan, MRI Scan or 3D object 

digitizing process. During fabrication process, polymer which is thermoplastic, is pushed 

by roller through a extruder where temperature can be controlled, and after that deposited 

onto a platform as semi molten condition in layer by layer process. After finishing one 

layer the platform is lowered to maintain the Z direction. This process continue until the 

whole model is fabricated (Zein, I., et. al., 2002).Figure 2.7 is shown the basic principles 

of FDM process. FDM process has four major parameter (Masood, S. H., et.al., 2005): 

a) Thickness of the layer which is called slice thickness 

b) Extruded layer width, i.e. road width 

c) Raster gap, the gap between two roads 

d) Raster angle, the direction of the deposition 
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Figure 2.7: Principles of FDM process (Masood, S. H., et.al., 2005; Zein, I., et. al., 

2002) 

In one investigation acrylic butadiene styrene was used to fabricate scaffold by FDM 

process to check the mechanical properties and porosity and the fabricated scaffold has 

high mechanical properties with low porosity. It was found that porosity would be higher 

if the air gap high and raster width low. Air gap and raster width also affects the 

mechanical properties. It was found that if the air gap is high, the compressive strength 

is low. On the contrary, if the raster width high, the compressive strength will also be 

high (Chin Ang, K., et. al., 2006). In other study PCl was used to fabricate scaffold in 

honeycomb structure and the obtained porosity was 48-77% which means highly porous 

and this porosity exhibits a good relationship with mechanical properties with stiffness 

between 4 and 77MPa, yield strength between 0.4 and 3.6MPa and strain between 4% 

and 28% (Zein, I., et. al., 2002). The main advantage of FDM process is that it does not 

need to use any solvent like other SFF techniques and provide great material handling 

and flexibility (Zein, I., et. al., 2002). On the contrary, FDM process produces a large 

amount of heat which restricts the use of biomaterials (Loh, Q. L., et. al., 2013). 

2.4.3 Stereolithography apparatus (SLA) 

Steriolithography (SLA) is widely used RP technique where photosensitive liquid 

polymer is cured by UV laser. Firstly, the beginning layer is scanned by UV laser 

according to the CAD model and after that the platform is lowered and exact amount of 

liquid resin is applied for the second layer. When the whole pattern is fabricated, the 

excess amount of resin removed and post processing is done. The resolution of one layer 

is 1.3μm and the resolution of the spot size of the layer is 80-250μm. There are some 

disadvantages of this process like, after completion of post processing there is some lack 

of resolution due to shrinkage and curing. Besides, during the process some laser beam 

is scattered and absorbed. Therefore, in case of making complex structure deformation is 

occurred. In addition, the use of biomaterials in this process are restricted (Hutmacher, 

D. W., et. al., 2004) 
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Figure 2.8: Stereolithography apparatus (SLA) (Wu, G. H., & Hsu, S. H., 2015) 

2.4.4 Solid laser sintering (SLS) 

 

SLS is a rapid prototyping technique that turns 3D CAD data into a physical part by 

sintering polymer, ceramic or metal powder with CO2 laser (Leong, K. F., et. al., 2003). 

The SLS process starts with splitting 3D CAD data into thin layers and then the data is 

transferred to SLS machine. After that, the machine starts to fabricate the first layer. After 

levelling roller spreads a thin layer of powdered material across the powder bed, CO2 

laser traces the cross-section on the material. As the laser scans the surface material is 

heated and fused together. After finishing the first layer the powder bed is lowered and 

introduced more material to make the next layer. This process is repeated until the whole 

pattern is finished. Lastly the waste material is removed from the pattern and it is sent to 

the post processing. Parts produced by this process are very light in weight, the durability 

is high and the part is highly resistant to heat and chemical (Leong, K. F., et. al., 2003). 

The main problem of this process is the materials degradation due to oxidation as it is 

sintered by laser beam (Hutmacher, D. W., et. al., 2004). 

 

Figure 2.9: Mechanism of SLS machine (Pham, D., & Dimov, S. S., 2012) 

2.4.5 Three dimensional printing (3DP) 

 

3D printing is one of the promising RP techniques developed by MIT and this technique 

was proposed first in the field of biomedical engineering and drug delivery process 

(Hutmacher, D. W., et. al., 2004; Abdelaal, O. A., & Darwish, S. M., 2013). This 
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technology is based on 2D inkjet printing technology bu in case of 3D printing the binding 

solution is deposited on a powder platform in place of paper (Do, A. V., et. al., 2015). At 

first, the 3D image of the object is created by CAD software, MRI scan or CT scan. The 

process starts with spreading of powder on the platform and leveling by a roller. Next, 

the binding solution is deposited on the powder through the print nozzle. After that, the 

platform is lowered and more powder is prepared for processing the next layer. This 

process continues until the whole pattern in complete. Finally, the excessive powder is 

removed and the fabricated pattern is sent to post processing (Do, A. V., et. al., 2015). 

The main advantage of this process is that it is not dependent on the ambient environment 

(Hutmacher, D. W., et. al., 2004). Besides, the materials used in this process are available 

and there is no need to used support structure for this process (Do, A. V., et. al., 2015). 

Disadvantages are that sometimes the binding materials are toxic as it can’t be removed 

completely from the object. In addition, the fabricated object has very low mechanical 

strength (Do, A. V., et. al., 2015). For example, in one study chitosan and Hydroxyapatite 

composite was used as binding solution to fabricate scaffold and the obtained mechanical 

strength was 16.32MPa which is very low and the obtained pore size was 37.1% 

(Chavanne, P., et. al., 2013). Another disadvantage is that the post processing of this 

technology is very time consuming (Do, A. V., et. al., 2015). 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Principles of 3D printing machine (Do, A. V., et. al., 2015) 

 

2.4.6 Electrohydrodynamic jet (E-jet) printing 

 

E-jet printing follows the same principles of electrospinning and direct writing. E-jetting 

machine involves XYZ stage, nozzle with reservoir, high voltage source, controlling unit 

and charge couple device camera. Firstly, the reservoir is filled with solution and needle 

is fitted with reservoir. After maintaining the needle tip to collector distance high voltage 
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is applied and scaffold pattern is created onto the substrate according to the program. The 

filament formation is monitored by CCD camera (Li, J. L., et. al., 2014). 

 

Figure 2.11: E-jetting process (Wu, Y., et. al., 2015) 

There is another similar technique known as Electrospinning based Rapid Prototyping 

Technique (ESRP), an in house developed technique by applying Near Field 

Electrospinning, can produce controllable scaffold pattern with thin cylindrical fiber 

(Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015). 

2.5 Current status of electrospinning based rapid prototyping machine 

 

In order to overcome the disadvantages of conventional RP technique recently 

electrospinning has been applied to FDM for creating thin fiber with controllable scaffold 

pattern (Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015). This machine has software part and hardware 

part. The hardware part consists of collector unit, nozzle unit and controlling unit. 

2.5.1 Collector unit 

In case of conventional elctrospinning rotating mandrel is used as collector but in 

electrospinning based rapid prototyping machine flat platform is considered as collector 

unit. The controlling unit has acrylic made flat platform, two stepper motor and two ball 

screw. The size of the flat platform is 120 × 120mm. The stepper motor helps to drive the 

platform at X-Y direction. The steps of the stepper motor is 0.72o/ step and the ball screw 

has pitch 5mm and resolution 10μm for full step (Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015).  
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Figure 2.12: Flat platform (Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015) 

2.5.2 Nozzle unit 

 

Nozzle unit refers to the Z axis and move up and down for maintaining the standoff 

distance. This unit has nozzle, generally glass syringe is used; nozzle holder made of 

acrylic fiber and stepper motor with ball screw. The step of stepper motor is 0.72o/ step 

and the pitch of ball screw is 1mm with 2μm incremental movement for full step. There 

is also a mechanical feeding system with one stepper motor and ball screw 

(Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015). 

. 

           

Figure 2.13: Nozzle Unit (Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015) 

 

 

2.5.3 Controlling unit 

 

The driving mechanism of four stepper motor is controlled by the controlling unit. 

Controlling unit consists of motion board, motor drivers and local controller. Drivers are 

used to create signal for driving the motors. Local controller is used to drive the nozzle 

holder and mechanical feeding system (Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015). 
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Figure 2.14: Controlling Unit (Chanthakulchan, A., et. al., 2015) 

 

2.5.4 Software unit 

 

For controlling unit LabVIEW 7.1 software and digital I/O has been used. Point to point 

coordinate method has been used to create controllable pattern (Chanthakulchan, A., et. 

al., 2015). 

2.6 Electrospinning parameter 

 

The structural and morphological properties of fiber depends on different types of 

parameters of electrospinning. The parameters can be divided into three groups, Solution 

parameter, Process parameter and ambient parameter (Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 

2010).  

Table 2.1 Parameters of electrospinning process 

Solution Parameter Process Parameter Ambient Parameter 

Solution Concentration Applied Voltage Humidity 

Viscosity Standoff Distance Temperature 

Polymer Molecular weight Needle Diameter  

Conductivity Flow rate  

Surface Tension Collector Speed  

 

2.6.1 Solution parameter 

 

2.6.1.1 Solution concentration 

At low concentration level thin fiber can be obtained (Sun, B., et. al., 2014; Tan, S. H., 

et. al., 2005). On the other hand, at low concentration level there was no filament found 

from PCL and acetic acid solution. At concentration level 70% successfully filament was 

created with diameter 20.2  ± 0.9μm which was higher than 50% concentration level. At 

high concentration there will be lower amount of solvent, therefore, low free ions with 

high viscosity and high surface tension. So, the fiber diameter was increased with the 
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increasing of solution concentration (Li, J. L., et. al., 2014). Another reason can be 

explained for large diameter at high concentration that, at higher concentration level the 

molecular chain entanglement becomes high and it retards the electrostatic force 

(Shahabadi, S. M. S., et. al., 2015; Doustgani, A., 2015). 

2.6.1.2 Molecular weight 

Molecular represents the molecular chain entanglement of the polymer. It ensures the 

viscosity level of the solution. High molecular weight polymer solution produces large 

fiber diameter (Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 2010). 

2.6.1.3 Viscosity 

Viscosity, Molecular weight and Concentration of the solution are interrelated. 

(Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 2010). Viscosity increased by the increasing of solution 

concentration. At low viscosity beaded fibers are formed. At moderate and his viscosity, 

uniform fibers and long fibers with large is formed respectively. High viscosity hinders 

the axial stretching at the time of whipping effect and therefore, fiber diameter becomes 

larger (Nezarati, R. M., et. al., 2013). 

2.6.1.4 Conductivity of solution 

High electrical conductivity increase the field strength and electrostatic force and helps 

to reduce the fiber diameter. In one study to increase the solution conductivity salt was 

added and bead free and small diameter, 200 to 1000nm was obtained (Bhardwaj, N., & 

Kundu, S. C., 2010). In another study, for increasing the solution conductivity DCM, 

DMF and Pyridine was added and result showed that thinner fiber was produced by 

highest conductivity of solution with DCM/Pyridine rather than DCM/DMF. High 

electrical conductivity elongates the fiber and reduces the diameter (Tan, S. H., et. al., 

2005). 

2.6.1.5 Surface tension 

Bead free fiber can be obtained by lowering the surface tension. High surface tension 

makes the jet instable and forms beaded fiber (Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 2010; 

Thompson, C. J., et. al., 2007). 

2.6.1.6 Effect of solvent 

Solvent plays a great role in case of fiber morphology and fiber diameter. There were six 

solvents with different characteristics, acetic acid, acetonitrile, m-cresol, toluene, 

tetrahydrofuran and dimethylformamide, were used to make solution from polystyrene 

and result showed that high boiling temperature of the solvent, lower the fiber diameter. 

Best result was obtained from DMF solvent with fiber diameter 0.43µm (Wannatong, L., 

et. al., 2004). In other study PVP was electropun from solution made by ethanol, DCM 

and DMF solvent. From the experiments, smooth fiber was created from ethanol with 

100 to 625nm diameter. On the other hand, solid structures of fibers with beads and 

spherical shaped fibers with beads were obtained from dichloromethane and DMF 

respectively. As good results were obtained from ethanol, so ethanol was mixed with 

DMF and dichloromethane later. Result showed that, 20nm fiber diameter was obtained 

without beads from 4wt% concentration of PVP with ethanol/DMF mixed solvent (Yang, 

Q., et.al., 2004). 
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2.6.2 Process parameter 

2.6.2.1 Applied Voltage 

The field strength and electrostatic force is proportional to the applied voltage. If the 

applied voltage is high, electrostatic force will also be high and stretch the fiber which 

facilitates the fiber to become thin. On the contrary, in case of very high applied voltage 

jet acceleration increased and it reduces the fight time. As a result, fiber doesn’t get 

enough time to be stretched and large diameter of fiber then collected on the substrate 

(Shahabadi, S. M. S., et. al., 2015; Doustgani, A., 2015). It is also depends on the tip to 

collector distance and the concentration of the solution (Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 

2010). 

2.6.2.2 Standoff distance 

Stand of distance refers to the distance between the nozzle tip to the collector. Standoff 

distance affects the field strength and jet flight time. In one experiment of electrospinning 

of PAN and DMF solution it was seen that, small fiber can be obtained by increasing the 

standoff distance. At high standoff distance the jet flight time is high and remaining 

amount of solvent is less in the jet which facilitates the stretching of fiber though there 

electric field strength is low. But after a certain level the electric field strength becomes 

very low and it lowers the electrostatic force as well and large diameter fiber is formed 

(Shahabadi, S. M. S., et. al., 2015; Zhou, F. L., et. al., 2011). 

2.6.2.3 Flow rate/ Feed rate 

If the flow rate is high then large amount of solvent will be present at the needle tip and 

solvent will not get enough time to evaporate. Therefore, makes the fiber diameter large. 

On the other hand, in case of low flow rate solvent get enough time to evaporate and 

helps to reduce the fiber diameter (Bhardwaj, N., & Kundu, S. C., 2010). 

2.6.2.4 Needle diameter 

In case of higher needle gauge the surface tension of the droplet at the needle tip increases 

and high electrostatic force is required at the same voltage. For this reason, the jet 

acceleration is decreased and flight time is increased. Therefore, small diameter is 

obtained from the large needle gauge (Shahabadi, S. M. S., et. al., 2015). 

2.6.2.5 Effect of collector speed 

Fiber diameter decreases significantly with the increasing of collector speed. When the 

collector speed is higher than the speed of the jet deposition, fiber is stretched at that time 

(Zhou, F. L., et. al., 2011). 

2.6.3 Ambient parameter 

2.6.3.1 Effect of relative humidity 

Low relative humidity causes the fiber breakage. At the time of electrospinning some 

charges are transferred to the water molecule in the environment. If the relative humidity 

is low then less amount of water molecule will be available. Therefore, jet will contain 

more charge density which causes the fiber breakage. In one experiment PCL polymer 

was electrospun at 50% relative humidity and produced continuous fiber. In case of PCU 

polymer fibers were created between 20% and 75% relative humidity (Nezarati, R. M., 

et.al., 2013). In another electrospinning of PS solution fiber diameter was increased with 
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the increasing of relative humidity at the range 2% to 68% (Lu, P., & Xia, Y., 2013). 

Experiments were conducted in case of near field electrospinning at 50-60% and 60-70% 

relative humidity at 5, 8, 10mm standoff distance for PCL polymer with DMF solvent. 

Result showed that higher the relative humidity lower the fiber diameter for 5 and 10mm 

SOD though no drastic change was found. As the SOD is low, the fiber couldn’t get 

enough time to solidify before reaching the collector (Chanthakulchan, A. et. al., 2015). 

2.6.3.1 Effect of temperature 

In case of high temperature fiber diameter is decreased as the viscosity of the solution is 

low and increase the solvent evaporation rate (Shahabadi, S. M. S., et. al., 2015). But fine 

fiber can be obtained by both high and low temperature due to the evaporation rate effect 

and polymer chain effect (De Vrieze, S., et. al., 2009). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Line of experiments 

 

The main objective of conducting this thesis is to improve the process parameter and 

condition to make 3D scaffold with high thickness and to obtain this objective the fiber 

should be thin and cylindrical shape like the shape of jet. Literature review showed that 

the diameter of the fiber depends on different parameters, for instance polymer 

concentration, Standoff distance, applied voltage, needle diameter, relative humidity, 

temperature etc. This thesis has focused on concentration of the polymer, standoff 

distance, needle diameter and the effect of the solvent. 

Previously the effect of standoff in case of constant solution concentration and the effect 

of concentration in case of constant standoff distance was investigated on the fiber 

diameter and thin fiber was obtained though it was not in the perfect level. Recently, 

problem has been faced on the perfect solidification of the fiber which mostly depends 

on the concentration and standoff distance. If the concentration and standoff distance both 

are high then fiber will be solidified quickly as the amount of solvent in the fiber is low 

and it will evaporate quickly and in such case jet travel time is also high. At this condition 

there will be a chance of fiber breakage as it cannot be stretched. In addition, if 

concentration and standoff distance both are low then fiber will be collected as liquid 

form on the collector as the amount of solvent in the fiber is high which will take long 

time to evaporate and in such case the jet travel time short which also will hinder the 

solidification process. Between this situations there is a perfect range of concentration 

and standoff distance and fiber will solidified completely. Besides, high needle diameter 

contains high volume of solution which hinders the solidification process also. 

Furthermore, from the literature review it can be stated that the boiling temperature of the 

solvent plays a great role in terms of controlling fiber diameter. So, the point of 

solidification as a function of concentration, SOD, boiling point of solvent and needle 

size. A graph can be obtained about the point of solidification as a function of 

concentration and SOD, given below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Influence of concentration and SOD on fiber diameter 
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The experiments were conducted by varying the concentration and SOD as well as the 

needle diameter and after that, the effect of the boiling temperature of the solvent on the 

fiber diameter was also be investigated. 

3.2 Experimental set up 

3.2.1 Material  

Polycaprolactone with Mn 45000 g/mol from Sigma Aldrich Chemistry was used as 

polymer and was mixed with different solvents. 

3.2.2 Material preparation for pure solvents 

N, N Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent from QReC, Dichloromethane (DCM) and 

Acetone from eMerck KGaA, Chloroform and Toluene from RCI Labscan, was chosen 

for studying the effect on the fiber diameter. The required volume for 50% and 70% 

weight ratio was measured for polymer as well as the solvent and they were mixed 

together. In the case of DMF the solution was heat at 800C for 15min and then it was 

cooled down to room temperature. On the other hand, for DCM, Chloroform and Toluene 

the solution was stirred at room temperature for 3hr. In the case of Acetone the solution 

was stirred at 400C until the polymer was completely dissolved and after that it was 

cooled down the room temperature.  

The boiling temperature and dielectric property of each solvents are given below: 

Table 3.1: Boiling temperatures of solvents 

Solvent Boiling Temperature (0C) Dielectric Property 

DCM 39-42 8.93 

Acetone 56.3 20.7 at 200C 

Chloroform 61.2 4.77 

Toluene 110.6 2.38 

DMF 153 36.71 

 

3.2.3 Material preparation for mixed solvent 

The proportion of DMF and DCM were 100/0, 75/25, 50/50, 25/75 and 0/100 and 

dissolved in 70% weight ration of PCL. In case of preparing solution DMF/DCM, ratio 

100/0 and 75/25, 70% weight ratio of PCL was mixed with DMF and DCM; later on this 

mixing was heated at 800C for 15 minutes and then cooled down in room temperature. 

Afterwards, for DMF/DCM, ratio 50/50, 25/75 and 75/25, the same concentration of PCL 

in DMF and DCM was mixed and stirred for 3-4hrs at room temperature. 

3.2.4 Machine setup 

 

The X-Y stage or collector was wrapped with aluminum foil and the positive line of the 

power supply was connected to the needle while the ground line was connected with the 

collector. The collector speed was 200mm/s with acceleration and deceleration of 

50mm/s2. The syringe was set up with the in house built feeding mechanism. The used 

needle size were 22g, 24g and 26g. 
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3.2.5 Evaluation method 

 

A portable USB microscope was used with digital microscope software for taking the 

image of fiber and jet and the magnification range of the lens was 20-800X. The needle 

was used as a reference in order to obtain the resolution of image while measuring the jet 

diameter and fiber diameter. For calculating the resolution of image firstly image of 

needle was taken and the pixel was counted from the MS Paint software. After that the 

known diameter of the needle will be divided by the counted pixel. 

Resolution = 
𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑙𝑒

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
 

After calculating the resolution, the image of the fiber was taken by the camera and 

transferred to Picasa software for make it brighter. Later, the pixel was counted from the 

MS Paint software and multiplied by the resolution. 

Fiber diameter = Number of pixel of fiber image × resolution 

3.3 List of experiments 

3.3.1 Experiments for fiber diameter as a function of boiling point of pure solvent 

 

PCL will be dissolved in four solvents DCM, Acetone, CF, Toluene and DMF at 70% 

weight ratio percentage. From the literature review it has been observed that higher the 

boiling point lower the fiber diameter but that direction was for far field electrospinning. 

In case of far field electrospinning whipping effect occurs and high boiling point of 

solvent facilitates in case of fiber stretching, therefore thin fiber. But in case of near field 

due to low standoff distance low boiling temperature contained solvent evaporate very 

quickly, therefore thin fiber. As this was conducted in near field technique so there would 

be a possibility of vice versa condition i.e. lower the boiling temperature lower the fiber 

diameter. An expected result has given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   (a)      (b)  

Figure 3.2: (a) Far field electrospinning, (b) Near field electrospinning 
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To achieve the expected result following experimental plan was created: 

Table 3.2 Fiber diameter for different boiling temperature contained solvents, 

SOD and needle gauge for 50% and 70% weight ratio                           

concentration of PCL on X axis 

 

 

3.3.2 Experiments for investigation of effect of mixed solvents on fiber diameter 

In case of investigation of the effect of mixed solvents on fiber diameter the 

aforementioned 70% weight ration concentration of PCL solution was experimented at 

11mm SOD on Y axis of the machine by using 22g, 24g and 26g needle gauge and at 

3mm, 5mm and 11mm SOD on X axis for DMF/DCM 50/50 proportion by using 26g 

needle gauge. The experimental plan for mixed solvent has given below: 

Table 3.3 Fiber diameter for different ratio of DMF and DCM at different needle 

gauge and 11mm SOD on Y axis 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The previous chapter described the experiments were conducted to identify the factors 

which influence the fiber diameter at thin cylindrical shape and controllable pattern of 

the scaffold. The first part of this chapter discusses the effect of boiling temperature of 

the different single solvents on the fiber diameter at different concentration, needle gauge 

and standoff distance. The second section describes the effect of mixed solvents on fiber 

diameter at a constant concentration and standoff distance; and different needle gauge.  

 

4.1 Pure solvent 

 

The experiments with pure solvents have investigated in this section. Aforementioned, 

five pure solvents known as DCM, Acetone, Chloroform, Toluene and DMF have been 

studied to see the effect of the boiling temperature on fiber diameter. Among these 

solvents DCM is the lowest boiling temperature contained solvent, on the other hand 

DMF is the highest boiling temperature contained solvent. This section goes through the 

images and the graphs obtained after analysis the results for each solvents. 

 

4.1.1 Experimental results for DCM 

 

DCM has the boiling temperature 39-420C which is the least among the chosen solvent. 

Table 4.1 represents the experimental results of 50% weight ratio concentration of PCL 

in DCM. The following figure depicts the change of fiber diameter at different SOD as 

well as at different needle gauge. It has been that the fiber diameter decreased with the 

increment of needle gauge and SOD. In addition, except 22g and 24g at 3mm all fibers 

were random, not straight. At SOD 10mm and 5mm the solvent outside the droplet 

evaporated quickly and the surface tension was increased. A large amount of electric 

charge were required to overcome the surface tension. Therefore, a large amount of 

charge was accumulated on the jet which created the repulsive force known as whipping 

effect. Whipping effect facilitated in fiber stretching, as a result fibers diameter were thin 

in case of 5mm and 10mm SOD. The randomness was decreased with a decline of SOD 

and at 3mm for 22g and 24g there were no randomness and straight fiber was obtained. 

Actually, the straight part of the jet was 3mm and at this short SOD the fiber was liquid 

when it was deposited on the collector, and this liquidity resisted the whipping effect. In 

the case of 26g 3mm, as the needle inner diameter is very small it contained very small 

volume and for that reason the solvent evaporate very quickly means fibers were  

solidified very quickly and caused a whipping effect. 
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Table 4.1: Images of experimental results for DCM 50% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   
5mm 

   
10mm 

   
 

In addition, fibers were also created with 70% weight ratio concentration and Table 4.2 

illustrates that the fiber diameter decreased comparing with 50% weight ratio c of PCL 

in DCM because the amount of polymer in 70% concentration was higher and the solvent 

evaporated very quickly. In addition, the fibers diameter were followed a downward trend 

like the previous experiment that the thinnest fibers were obtained at 26g 10mm. The 

reason was the same that at 5mm and 10mm SOD there was a whipping effect. The thin 

fibers with straightness were obtained from 26g needle 3mm SOD. 
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Table 4.2: Images of experimental results for DCM 70% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   
5mm 

   
10m

m 
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4.1.2 Experimental results for Acetone 

 

The Table 4.3 illustrates the information about the fiber images by 50% weight ratio of 

PCL in Acetone. The fiber became large than the 50% weight ratio DCM but it followed 

the same trend that fiber diameter decreased with increasing the needle gauge and SOD. 

Besides at the 3mm SOD created the straight fiber and at the 5mm and 10mm SOD 

created the random fiber thought it seems from the image in the case of 22g needle 5mm 

SOD, 22g Needle 10mm SOD and 24g needle 10mm that fiber became straight but 

actually, it was deposited in random form and they were merged together and made a 

straight line. 

Table 4.3: Images of experimental results for Acetone 50% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   

5mm 

   

10mm 
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From the Table 4.4 describes that the 26g needle at 3mm SOD provided the thinnest 

straight fiber and 10mm SOD created the thinnest fiber with randomness. It has been 

noticed that the randomness was denser than DCM because Acetone has higher Dielectric 

property, 20.7, than DCM.  

Table 4.4: Images of experimental results for Acetone 70% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   
5mm 

   
10m

m 
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4.1.3 Experimental results for Chloroform 

 

Chloroform has boiling temperature 61.2 and dielectric property 4.77. The Table 4.5 

illustrates the fiber formed by 50% weight ratio PCL in Chloroform. In case of 

chloroform it followed the same trend like previous experiments that the thin fibers were 

obtained from 26g needle at 10mm SOD and in addition at 3mm SOD it created the thin 

straight fiber as well but the diameter became larger than the previous two solvents 

because chloroform has comparatively high boiling temperature and it little bit longer 

time to evaporate completely than DCM and Acetone. 

 

Table 4.5: Images of experimental results for Chloroform 50% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   

5mm 

   
10mm 
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In case of Chloroform 70% weight ratio depicted in Table 4.5 followed the downward 

trend in terms of fiber diameter at higher needle gauge and higher SOD. Straight fiber 

was also obtained at 3mm SOD but it was in V shape because at 3mm SOD there was 

large deposition of material and the jet was not moved along with the needle. 

Table 4.6: Images of experimental results for Chloroform 70% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   
5mm 

   

10mm 

   

 

4.1.4 Experimental results for Toluene 

 

Table 4.6 illustrates the fiber images from Toluene 50% weight ratio concentration, a 

higher boiling temperature contained solvent. From the experiment it has been seen that 

at this concentration level the solvent couldn’t evaporate completely and deposited in 
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liquid flat form. After depositing in liquid form at 3mm SOD it expanded and fiber 

diameter became large.  

Table 4.7: Images of experimental results for Toluene 50% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   

5mm 

   
10mm 

   
 

Interestingly, there was no fiber in the case of at 5mm and 10mm SOD for all needle 

gauge and formed droplets only. The reason for forming droplets is that there was not 

enough polymer chain entanglement in the solution. Fiber formation in electrospinning 

depends on the concentration and only bears or fiber beads can be formed at high 

concentration (Shenoy, S. L., et. al., 2005) and at 50% weight ratio concentration due to 

lacking of polymer chain entanglement there was no fiber at 5mm and 10mm SOD. In 

addition, the previous trend also followed here i.e. tiny droplets were formed at higher 
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needle gauge as well as at higher SOD. On the other hand, at 70% weight ratio 

concentration fibers and fibers with bead were also obtained and this situation is depicted 

in Table 4.8.  

Table 4.8: Images of experimental results for Toluene 70% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   

5mm 

   
10mm 
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4.1.5 Experimental results for DMF 

 

DMF is the highest boiling temperature contained solvent among the mentioned five 

solvents. Table 4.9 depicts the visual information about the fiber obtained from 50% 

weight ratio of PCL in DMF. From the image in can be seen that needle gauge 26g 

produced the thin cylindrical shape fiber. On the contrary in case of 22g and 24g the 

fibers were collected in flat form. In the case of 24g at 3mm SOD bead was formed. 

Table 4.9: Images of experimental results for DMF 50% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   

5mm 
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10mm 

   

 

In the case of 70% weight ratio, presented in Table 4.10 of PCL in DMF a reduction of 

fiber diameter as well as cylindrical shape of fiber was seen for higher gauge needle size 

and higher SOD.  

Table 4.10: Images of experimental results for DMF 70% weight ratio 

concentration 

 Needle Gauge 

SOD 22G 24G 26G 

3mm 

   

5mm 
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10mm 

   
 

 

4.1.5 Boiling temperature versus fiber diameter 

The graphical presentation of Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 depicts the information about the 

fiber diameter against the boiling temperature of different solvent for 50% and 70% 

weight ratio concentrations at different SOD with 22g needle at 3mm, 5mm and 10mm 

SOD. The graph showed an upward trend for both concentrations. It has been experienced 

from the diagram that the fiber diameter was increased with the increment of boiling 

temperature of the solvent. In most of the cases high concentration provided the small 

fiber diameter. In the case of DCM, touched the lowest point than the other solvent at 

10mm SOD but it was in random which has been showed in the previous image. In 

addition for Acetone there was no fiber so the data point in the graph was missing for 

5mm SOD and 10mm SOD at 22g, 24g and 26g needle  because the diameter of the 

droplets were not measured. 

 

 

Table 4.11: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 3mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  
DCM 

40 

Acetone 

56.3 

CF 

61.2 

Toluene 

110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 121.88 212.96 261.6 203.05 98.13 

70% 99.49 151.23 243.59 321.87 225.86 
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Figure 4.1: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 3mm 

 

 

 

Table 4.12: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 5mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 

Acetone 

56.3 

CF 

61.2 

Toluene 

110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 59.63 123.1 144.46   90.44 

70% 51.23 36.44 113.47 267.15 174.13 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 5mm 
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Table 4.13: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 10mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 

Acetone 

56.3 

CF 

61.2 

Toluene 

110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 23.28 102.7 48.99   101.86 

70% 27.74 21.66 34.43 249.45 148.37 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 10mm 

For Figure 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 describes the fiber diameter against the boiling temperature 

of the solvent for 24g needle at 3mm, 5mm and 10mm Standoff distance. These graphs 

showed a ceiling trend like the previous that fiber diameter increased with the increment 

of boiling temperature as well. DCM got the lowest point for both concentration at 3mm 

and 10mm SOD represented the Table 4.4 and Table 4.6. Similarly, there was no fiber 

for Toluene at 5mm and 10mm SOD. In addition 70% weight ratio concentration made 

smaller fiber than 50% weight ratio concentration. 

Table 4.14: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 3mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 Acetone 56.3 

CF 

61.2 Toluene 110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 86.33 123.84 150.71 307.98 170.96 

70% 86.83 109.22 137.88 245.77 151.47 
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Figure 4.4: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 3mm 

Table 4.15: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 5mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 

Acetone 

56.3 

CF 

61.2 Toluene 110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 16.02 64.46 59.65   175.03 

70% 44.27 40.26 58.23 197.25 105.64 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 5mm 
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Table 4.16: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 10mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 

Acetone 

56.3 

CF 

61.2 

Toluene 

110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 27.55 98.76 31.39   20.88 

70% 26.15 15.75 27.04 133.79 78.42 

 

 

Figure 4.6:   Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 10mm 

The graph in the figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 describes that fiber diameter declined in the case 

of DCM at 3mm SOD with 49.16µm which is the best results  among all of these 

experiments and at 10mm with 17.1µm but it was in random while 3mm SOD produced 

straight fiber because 26g needle diameter contains less volume of material and 

evaporates very quickly which increased the surface tension of the droplet at the needle 

tip. It required large amount of charge to overcome that surface tension, so large amount 

of charge was also accumulated in the jet caused repulsive force and whipping effect. In 

addition, at 10mm SOD the jet flight time was high facilitated the quick solidification 

also caused the whipping effect. In the case of Toluene the similarity like before has also 

been found that at 5mm and 10mm SOD for 50% weight ratio concentration no fiber 

formation occurred due to lack of enough polymer chain entanglement.  

Table 4.17: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 3mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 

Acetone 

56.3 

CF 

61.2 

Toluene 

110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 19.43 85.76 64.84 378.67 137.84 

70% 49.16 51.07 56.79 156.66 68.99 
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Figure 4.7: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 3mm 

 

Table 4.18: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 5mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 

Acetone 

56.3 

CF 

61.2 

Toluene 

110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 17.47 17.47 21.29   135.4 

70% 23.89 17.23 22.44 140.8 52.95 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 5mm 
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Table 4.19: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 10mm 

Concentration Solvents Boiling Temperature 

  

DCM 

40 Acetone 56.3 

CF 

61.2 Toluene 110.6 

DMF 

153 

50% 15.08 9.91 9.85   211.49 

70% 17.1 10.36 15.76 25.69 43.12 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Boiling temperature vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 10mm 

4.1.6 Dielectric property Vs fiber diameter 

Dielectric property plays a great role at the time of comparable boiling temperature of the 

solvent (Luo, C. J., et. al., 2012) and it helps in fiber stretching. In order to investigate, 

comparison also done for dielectric property against fiber diameter for 22g needle at 

3mm, 5mm and 10mm SOD. Among the chosen solvent Toluene has lowest dielectric 

property and DMF has the highest dielectric property. Figure 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 depicts 

the information about the effect of dielectric property on fiber diameter. It has been seen 

that fiber diameter decreased with a descending trend when dielectric value increased 

except DMF. In the case of DMF for 50% weight ratio concentration the fiber diameter 

decreased while at 70% weight ratio the fiber diameter decreased. As DMF has the high 

boiling temperature and high dielectric property there might be an interaction with 

concentration and needle gauge. 

 

Table 4.20: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 3mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 

4.77 

DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 
DMF 

36.71 

50% 203.05 261.6 121.88 212.96 98.13 

70% 321.87 243.59 99.49 151.23 225.86 
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Figure 4.10: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 3mm 

 

Table 4.21: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 5mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 
DMF 

 36.71 

50%   144.46 59.63 123.1 90.44 

70% 267.15 113.47 51.23 36.44 174.13 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 5mm 
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Table 4.22: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 10mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 

DMF 

36.71 

50%   48.99 23.28 102.7 101.86 

70% 249.45 34.43 27.74 21.66 148.37 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 22g needle at 10mm 

 

Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.18 provides the information about the effect of dielectric property 

on fiber diameter for 50% and 70% concentration level with 24g and 26g needle at 3mm, 

5mm and 10mm standoff distance. From these illustrations it has been seen that fiber 

diameter decreased with the increment of dielectric value of the solvents except DMF 

might be for its high boiling temperature. In addition, the high concentration provided 

the small diameter fiber than the low concentration. The smallest diameter was obtained 

from DCM 26g 3mm at 50% weight ratio concentration in random form. On the other 

hand with 70% weight ratio concentration level straight fiber with small diameter was 

obtained from DCM for 26g at 3mm SOD. 

Table 4.23: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 3mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 

DMF 

36.71 

50% 307.98 150.71 86.33 123.84 170.96 

70% 245.77 137.88 86.83 109.22 151.47 
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Figure 4.13: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 3mm 

 

Table 4.24: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 24g 5mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 

DMF 

36.71 

50%   59.65 16.02 64.46 175.03 

70% 197.25 58.23 44.27 40.26 105.64 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 24g 5mm 
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Table 4.25: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 10mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 

DMF 

36.71 

50%   31.39 27.55 98.76 200.88 

70% 133.79 27.04 26.15 15.75 78.42 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 24g needle at 10mm 

 

Table 4.26: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 26g needle 3mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 

DMF 

36.71 

50% 378.67 64.84 19.43 85.76 137.84 

70% 156.66 56.79 49.16 51.07 68.99 
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Figure 4.16: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 3mm 

 

Table 4.27: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 5mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 

DMF 

36.71 

50%   21.29 17.47 17.47 135.4 

70% 140.8 22.44 23.89 17.23 52.95 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 5mm 

Table 4.28: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 10mm 

Concentration Solvent Dielectric Property 

  Toluene 

2.38 

CF 4.77 DCM 

8.93 

Acetone 

20.7 

DMF 

36.71 

50%   9.85 15.08 9.91 211.49 

70% 25.69 15.76 17.1 10.36 43.12 
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Figure 4.18: Dielectric property vs fiber diameter for 26g needle at 10mm 

 

Two-way ANOVA, shown in Figure 4.19 to 4.24, was conducted for both 50% and 70% 

weight ratio at different SOD to see the effect of dielectric property on the fiber diameter. 

According to the result of ANOVA it has been observed that Dielectric property has 

significant effect on fiber diameter as their p-values were less than 0.05. 
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Figure 4.19: Two-way ANOVA on Diameter vs Needle and                             

dielectric property at 3mm for 50% weight ratio concentration 
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Figure 4.20: Two-way ANOVA on diameter vs needle and                                   

dielectric property at 5mm for 50% weight ratio concentration 
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Figure 4.21: Two-way ANOVA on diameter vs needle and                                  

dielectric property at 10mm for 50% weight ratio concentration 
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Figure 4.22: Two-way ANOVA on diameter vs needle and                                 

dielectric property at 3mm for 70% weight ratio concentration 
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Figure 4.23: Two-way ANOVA on diameter vs needle and                                  

dielectric property at 5mm for 70% weight ratio concentration 
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Figure 4.24: Two-way ANOVA on diameter vs needle and                                 

dielectric property at 10mm for 70% weight ratio concentration 

 

4.1.7 Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 

The effect of needle gauge and SOD on fiber diameter with 50% and 70% weight ratio 

concentration level was also studied for different solvents. Figure 4.25 to Figure 4.27 

describes the information about the fiber diameter at 3mm, 5mm and 10mm SOD for 

different needle gauges at 50% concentration level. It has been observed from the 

statistical value that fiber diameter declined with increased needle gauge and standoff 

distance. Due to the aforementioned reason DCM provided lowest random fiber with 

diameter 15.08µm at 10mm, similarly lowest random fiber with diameter 19.48µm at 

3mm standoff distance. It is highly visible from those following graphs that, in the case 

of Toluene at 5mm and 10mm SOD there is no fiber due to lacking of proper chain 

entanglement of the polymer. Furthermore, the highest diameter was obtained from 

Toluene because due to the low viscosity it flowed very easily and as it has high boiling 

temperature at 3mm SOD it could not evaporate and deposited in liquid flattened form. 
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Table 4.29: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 3mm for                       

50% weight ratio concentration 

Solvents Needle Gauge 

  26g 24g 22g 

DCM 19.43 86.33 121.88 

Acetone 85.76 123.84 212.96 

CF 64.84 150.71 261.6 

Toluene 203.05 307.98 378.67 

DMF 98.12 170.96 137.84 

 

 

Figure 4.25: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 3mm for 50% weight 

ratio concentration 

 

Table 4.30: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 5mm for 50% weight  

ratio concentration 

Solvents Needle Gauge 

  26g 24g 22g 

DCM 17.47 16.02 59.63 

Acetone 17.47 64.46 123.1 

CF 21.29 59.65 144.46 

Toluene       

DMF 90.44 175.03 135.4 
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Figure 4.26: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 5mm for 50% weight 

ratio concentration 

 

Table 4.31: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 10mm for 50% weight 

ratio concentration 

Solvents Needle Gauge 

  26g 24g 22g 

DCM 15.08 27.55 23.28 

Acetone 9.91 98.76 102.7 

CF 9.85 31.39 48.99 

Toluene       

DMF 101.88 200.88 211.49 

 

 

Figure 4.27: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 10mm for 50%        

weight ratio concentration 
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Correspondingly, in the case of 70% concentration fiber diameter became smaller than 

50% concentration for different needle gauge and different SOD by following the same 

trend. It is highly visible that DCM produced straight smaller fiber at 3mm SOD for 26g 

needle with diameter 49.16µm. These information are reflected on the Figure 4.28 to 

Figure 4.30. 

 

Table 4.32: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 3mm for 70% weight ratio 

concentration 

Solvents Needle Gauge 

  26g 24g 22g 

DCM 49.16 86.83 99.49 

Acetone 51.07 109.22 151.23 

CF 56.79 137.88 243.59 

Toluene 156.66 245.77 321.87 

DMF 68.99 151.47 225.86 

 

 

Figure 4.28: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 3mm for 70% weight 

ratio concentration 

Table 4.33: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 5mm for 70% weight  

ratio concentration 

Solvents Needle Gauge 

  26g 24g 22g 

DCM 23.89 44.27 51.23 

Acetone 17.23 40.26 36.44 

CF 22.44 58.23 113.47 

Toluene 140.8 197.25 267.15 

DMF 52.95 105.64 174.13 
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Figure 4.29: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 5mm for                      

70% weight ratio concentration 

Table 4.34: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 10mm for                     

70% weight ratio concentration 

Solvents Needle Gauge 

  26g 24g 22g 

DCM 17.1 26.15 27.74 

Acetone 10.36 15.75 21.66 

CF 15.76 27.04 34.43 

Toluene 25.69 133.79 249.45 

DMF 43.12 78.42 148.37 

 

 

Figure 4.30: Average diameter vs needle gauge and SOD 10mm for 70%        

weight ratio concentration 
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From the above statistical analysis, it can be reported that DCM, a low boiling 

temperature contained solvent, can produce thin cylindrical, straight fiber with diameter 

49.16µm at 3mm SOD with 26g needle and 70% weight ratio concentration of PCL in 

DCM which is smaller than previous reported fiber diameter 59.96µm with 70% weight 

ratio concentration of PCL in DMF. According to the above observations DCM is the 

best solvent among these five solvents. 

4.1.8 Multiple layer fabrication with DCM 

 

Multiple layer were also tried to fabricate with DCM, the least boiling temperature 

contained solvent. In order to fabricate multiple layer 26 gauge needle, fiber gap 500µm, 

70% weight of PCL in DCM and 3mm SOD were chosen as the thin, cylindrical straight 

fiber was obtained with these conditions. Firstly two layer and after that four layer were 

fabricated. To check the repeatability of fabrication of multiple layer experiments were 

conducted in reverse order also i.e. firstly four layer, secondly two layer and after that 

nine layer. During the fabrication it has been observed that after sometime solution 

change its properties and jet could not form rather than droplet. Thus we were able to 

create up to nine layer only. Figure 4.31 represents the image of different multiple layers. 

 

Figure 4.31: Images of 2 layer, 4 layer and 9 layer respectively with DCM 

 

In the case of four layer scaffold fiber diameter on X and Y axis and average fiber gap on 

X and Y axis were also measured. Fiber diameter on X axis was smaller than the Y axis. 

In this multiple layer square shape between two fibers should be obtained but due to 

alignment problem and mechanical error it was unachieved. Table 4.25 represents the 

data obtained from the measurement. 

Table 4.35: Fiber diameter and average fiber gap on X and Y axis 

Fiber diameter and average fiber gap 

on X and Y axis of machine 

Diameter 

Fiber diameter on X axis 48.51µm 

Fiber diameter on Y axis 45.27µm 

Average fiber gap on X axis 472.6µm 

Average fiber gap on Y axis 481.4µm 
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Figure 4.32: Image of four layer scaffold with DCM 

 

4.2 Mixed solvent 

According to the observation of pure solvents it has been seen that thin, cylindrical 

straight fiber can be obtained from DCM with 26g needle at 3mm Sod for 70% weight 

ratio concentration. It should be mentioned that it is really very difficult to work at 3mm 

SOD. To improve this issue effect of mixed solvent on fiber diameter has been 

investigated that whether is it possible to go beyond 3mm or not. Five compositions of 

DMF/DCM were used in this study: 100/0, 75/25. 50/50, 25/75, and 0/100.  For the 

fabrication of each sample, an aluminum foil was placed on a collector platform and 

connected to a ground line while a positive line of a power supply was connected to the 

tip of a needle that was set 11 mm above the collector. Three sizes of needles were used 

in this study: 22G, 24G and 26G. Their inner diameters are 413, 311 and 260 µm, and 

their outer diameters are 717, 565 and 463 µm respectively.  The collector’s speed was 

set at 200 mm/s with acceleration and deceleration of 50mm/s2.  

4.2.1 Effect of mixed solvent on fiber diameter 

Fifteen combinations of five composition levels of mixed solvents of DMF/DCM and 

three needle sizes were experimented. Three samples were made for each combination. 

Examples of the fabricated patterns are shown in Table 4.36. It can be seen that the 

straight fibers were obtained when the polymer jets contained high amount of DMF. The 

introduction of DCM into the solutions helped reduce the fiber size. However, the fibers 

were randomly deposited when the polymer jets contained high amount of DCM. The 

fiber diameter was also influenced by the needle size. The smaller the needle was, the 

smaller the fiber would be. However, the influence of the solution composition decreased 

as the needle size decreased. The influences of the two factors are illustrated in Figure 

4.33. The results from two-way ANOVA, as shown in Figure 4.34, confirm that the 

solution composition, needle size and their interaction have significant effect on the fiber 

diameter (i.e., their p-values were less than 0.05). The obtained results were different 

from those reported for the traditional FFES. The fibers were large for 100% DMF 

because of the expansion of the liquid jet after landed on the collector. DMF has high 

boiling point; therefore, much higher voltage and longer standoff distance are required to 

create a fiber (Son et al., 2004). The created fiber is small for FFES because DMF has 

high dielectric constant that has an influence on fiber stretching during whipping effect 

occurs. The reduction in diameter when the mixed solvents were used indicates that the 

Y axis 

X axis 

Fiber gap between  

X axis 
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Y Axis 
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Mechanical error 
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slow evaporation of DMF caused the large fiber. The random deposition of the fibers was 

a surprise for the solutions with high amount of DCM because DCM has low dielectric 

constant and the solutions have much higher viscosity than the solutions with 100% 

DMF. In fact, a solution with high viscosity has better resistant to whipping effect, and 

low dielectric constant of a solvent limits the availability of free charge in the solution 

which is necessary for initiating the bending instability (Sun et al., 2012). The presence 

of whipping effect might be because the high evaporation rate of DCM increased surface 

tension on a droplet and large amount of charge was required to overcome the surface 

tension. This large amount of charge also created repulsive forces and initiated whipping 

effect quickly. According to the results, mixed solvent is recommended for achieving the 

fabrication of a controllable pattern of cylindrical fine fibers. 

Table 4.36:  Obtained fibers from different compositions of mixed solvent and 

needle sizes 

 Needle Gauge 

DMF/DCM 22G 24G 26G 

 

 

 

0/100 

   

 

 

 

25/75 

   

 

 

 

50/50 
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Figure 4.33: The influence of mixed solvent and needle size on fiber diameter 
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Figure 4.34: Two-way ANOVA on diameter vs needle size and                           

solution composition 

 

From these experiments it can reported that thin straight fiber is obtainable at 11mm SOD 

with 26g needle for DMF/DCM 50-50 composition. Therefore, the mixed solvent is 

recommended for fabrication of controllable scaffold pattern. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

 

Controllable scaffold pattern with thin, cylindrical straight fiber has been created by pure 

solvent as well as mixed solvent. Firstly, experiments on five pure solvents were 

conducted at three different SOD with two concentration level and three different needle 

gauge. It has been observed that fiber diameter decreased with increment of needle size, 

concentration, SOD and declination of boiling temperature of the solvents. Controllable 

straight fiber couldn’t be made beyond 3mm except DMF because at 5mm and 10 mm 

whipping effect exist due to more charge accumulation in the jet. In order to obtain 

controllable pattern beyond 3mm experiments on mixed solvents with different 

composition of DMF/DCM were conducted. From the experiments it has been observed 

that fiber diameter increased with rising amount of DMF because the boiling temperature 

of DMF is very high and could not get enough time to evaporate completely at 11mm 

SOD. On the other hand fiber diameter decreased with increasing amount of DCM but 

whipping effect was experienced because the boiling temperature of DCM is very low 

and evaporate very quickly which increases the surface tension of the droplet at the needle 

tip. A large amount of charge was required to overcome the surface tension and large 

amount of charge was accumulated in the jet which created the repulsive force and fibers 

collected in random form. Interestingly, with composition DMF/DCM 50-50 least fiber 

diameter, 29.84µm, was obtained because the DCM from the solution evaporated very 

quickly made a change in concentration of the solution. To conclude, mixed solvent is 

better than pure solvent. 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

 

In order to fabricate controllable pattern at high standoff distance in near field technique 

the using of mixed solvent is recommended instead of pure solvents. Furthermore, the 

collector speed might be factor for the fabrication of controllable pattern of scaffold 

which can be investigated. Besides, two major controlling point, viscosity and 

conductivity of the solution, can also be studied in order to improve the process condition. 
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